Detecting Rat’s Kidney Inflammation Using Real Time Photoacoustic Tomography


Abstract—Photoacoustic Tomography (PAT) is a promising medical imaging modality that combines optical imaging contrast with the spatial resolution of ultrasound imaging. It can also distinguish the changes in biological features. But, real-time PAT system should be confirmed due to photoacoustic effect for tissue. Thus, we have developed a real-time PAT system using a custom-developed data acquisition board and ultrasound linear probe. To evaluate performance of our system, phantom test was performed. As a result of those experiments, the system showed satisfactory performance and its usefulness has been confirmed. We monitored the degradation of inflammation which induced on the rat’s kidney using real-time PAT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PAT, referred to asoptoacoustic tomography or thermoacoustic tomography, is an emerging hybrid imaging modality which is noninvasive, nonionizing. It has also satisfactory imaging depth, good temporal resolution, good spatial resolution and high sensitivity [1]-[5].

PAT images detect targets that absorb electromagnetic waves. If a short-pulsed laser source is irradiated onto an object, some of the energy is absorbed and converted into heat. The heating causes thermoelastic expansion, which temporarily produces broadband acoustic waves. This type of acoustic pressure is called a photoacoustic wave and can be measured by ultrasonic transducers at various locations around object surface for image reconstruction [6]-[8].

PAT imaging is a hybrid imaging modality which combines optical contrast and ultrasound resolution. Pure optical imaging has great contrast, but it cannot image tissue that is in deep. But photoacoustic imaging (PAI) can acquire the high imaging contrast and overcome some weaknesses of optical imaging by using acoustic measurements. In addition, because of different optical absorption coefficient between biological components of tissue, PAI can detect the signal due to photoacoustic effect. Thus, PAI technique is mainly adapted to skin disease, rheumatoid arthritis, breast cancer and prostate cancer diagnosis applications [16]-[18].

Recently, researches are underway on real-time PAT techniques to acquire images of bio tissue functions in more non-invasive targets. Real-time photoacoustic image devices are developed using an array transducer embedded with multiple ultrasound transducers. In order to overcome limit of the linear array transducer and visualize the target in 3D, 2D array transducer-based imaging acquisition PAI system was announced [11], [12].

PAI could be exposed to noises due to many different reasons. Noise can be generated due to not only the imaging device’s internal noise or the low sensitivity to ultrasound signal and size of a detector but also the size assumed by an image reconstruction algorithm. These noises prevent the interpretation of the acquired images, thus we could not diagnose the disease well. So noise elimination is essential for the process [13]-[15].

To confirm the reaction due to photoacoustic effect using PAI method in vivo, real-time PAT systems have recently been studied in many research groups. In other studies, linear array probes for ultrasound imaging, in which a large number of transducers are linearly embedded, have been used as real-time PAT systems, but only for experiments with small animals [19]-[21].

Since the systems have a limited angular view, this causes distortion and reduces the resolution in the obtained images [8]-[10].

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the utility of PAT system. We conducted an experiment to detect the position of inflammation using real-time PAT and ultrasound system by injecting contrast agent into kidney.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Proposed PAT System

Photoacoustic system measures photoacoustic data in real-time with ultrasound transducer. Also, pulsed laser source, acquisition of signal and reconstruction of imaging must be made successively. In order to meet these conditions, PXI platform based DAQ board was used. The PXI platform is equipped with 128 analog input channels, 50 MHz sampling frequency and 12 bit resolution power. Also, it can communicate to PC with the 192 Mb/s through direct memory access (DMA).

We used the laser trigger to synchronize between light emission and acquisition of data. We also used a linear array probe (L14-5/38, Ultrasonix) to detect the signal with 128 elements that have central frequency of 5 MHz.

In order to amplify signal and reduce the noise, we made the pre-amplifier with 128 channel, 40 dB gain, and 7.5 MHz
bandwidth and pre-amplifier was disposed at the front side of DAQ board. Acquired image has 488 × 400 pixels with resolution of 0.08 mm × 0.08 mm for each pixel.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the real-time PAT image acquisition system.

![Fig. 1 Schematic of real-time PAT hardware](image)

### B. FPGA Program

A real-time PAT program is composed to two different platforms. First, PXI platform runs to control the FPGA program. The function of FPGA program is used to measure the signal with 50 MHz sampling frequency and transmit the signal into PC. Second, PC (host program) is used to reconstruct the image using received PA signal to FPGA. The host program also controls the FPGA program, reconstruction of image and synchronization for entire system we use. The PAT system depends on the host program because the FPGA is faster than PC.

Fig. 2 depicts a flow chart of the entire PAT acquisition. To synchronize each program, one flag bit is used to indicate the present process. Each program can read or change the flag to determine the next step.

If the host program is ready to measure, it changes a flag bit to false, and the FPGA program progresses its sequence. After detecting a trigger signal, 2500 data sets of PA signals from the array probe are sampled and stored in the DMA buffer, and flag bit is changed again. Finally, the host program reads the data from the PXI to the PC and reconstructs the image.

#### C. Back Projection Algorithm

The universal back projection algorithm [8] is used to reconstruct the PA images. The property of this algorithm is time domain PAT reconstruction.

The advantage of the back projection algorithm is that this uses the inverse property of the photoacoustic equations. The back projection algorithm offers an accurate solution along three fundamental geometries for reconstruction.

The Fourier domain formulas for reconstruction are the basic geometries that are simplified to a universal back projection formula.

\[
P_0 = \int_{\Omega_0} \frac{\partial \rho_0}{\partial \rho} \left( 2p(R_0, v_x, t) - 2v_x^2 \frac{\partial p(R_0, v_x, t)}{\partial v_x} \right) d\Omega_0
\]

where, \( R_0 \) is the measurement point, and \( v_x \) is the speed of sound. The \( t \) is given by,

\[
t = \left| \vec{r} - \vec{r}_0 \right| / v_x
\]

The vectors of the image plane that required to be calculated are given as \( \vec{r} \). The initial distribution of the photoacoustic pressure and the final measured photoacoustic signal is given by \( P_0 \) and \( p(R_0, v_x, t) \), respectively. The exact time domain and results can be obtained by assuming a constant speed of sound. This algorithm uses the property of limited angular method to acquire the signal, which is able to use the linear array transducers.

When we use many elements for transducer, the system can reconstruct accurate photoacoustic images. The use of the solid angle can improve the variations of the single transducer views. It can be modified or extended to some forms of source inverse diffraction tomographic techniques. If the algorithm is acoustically inhomogeneous, it can result in the distortions.

### III. EXPERIMENT

To evaluate the feasibility and performance of our PAT system, we took the two different experiments.

First, we measured the resolution. The gelatin with rectangular shape (protein: 84 ~ 90%, water: 8 ~ 12%) is prepared to mimic the biological tissue, and embedded cross pattern of hair with 0.03 mm diameter.

The source was an Nd: YAG laser (NT352-A20-AW, EKSPLA) with 680 nm wavelength, and the repetition rate was 2 Hz. Because the measurement area is much bigger than the beam profile, Fiber Optic Line Light (NT57-019, Edmund Optics) was used for expansion. The linear array probe and
Fiber Optic Line Light were fixed on the optical table to prevent motion artifacts. Fig. 3 is the mimicking biological tissue phantom that embeds the cross pattern of hair.

Fig. 3 Phantom of Hair

A. Resolution Phantom Experiment

The result of this experiment is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows thickness that is 10 times thicker than the 0.03 mm hair thickness. Since we assume that the acoustic speed is 1500 m/sec and the transducer has a 5 MHz center frequency, the resolution of system we predict is approximately 0.15 mm, which is not enough to detect the actual hair thickness. Thus, the result of this experiment is predicted to show the maximum resolution of our PAT system, which was approximately 0.3 mm.

Through the first Phantom experiment, we verified the resolution of PAT system.

B. Animal Experiment

In second experiment, we use the PAT system in animal experiment. We use the contrast agent called Indo-cyanine green. This contrast agent has the best reactivity when the laser is irradiated at 800 nm.

For animal experiment, we use 8-weeks old SD rat. There are two types of SD rat we use. First is inflammation-induced and second is the normal rat for control.

In order to anesthetize the rat, we mixed the zoletile, rompum, and saline solution with 1:2.5:9. After anesthetizing the rat, we injected indo-cyanine green and histamine into kidney. Histamine is used to conduct the therapy for inflammation.

Finally, we measured the kidney to ultrasound device, then PA image.

In Fig. 5 (a) we took the image for inflammation-induced kidney, and we could detect the inflammation area in PAT system (refer to the circled point). But in case of control kidney, we could not detect any signal. Consequently, we could verify the inflammation area compare with normal kidney.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we developed the real-time PAT system for diagnosis and confirm the performance through phantom test for resolution.

Phantom test shows that our system could be enough to obtain a 570 * 300 pixel image at 2 frames/sec and 0.15 mm. Real-time PAT system depended on the laser radiation speed in order to synchronize between radiation and detection. Maximum laser source repetition rate was 10 Hz, and the system showed the 5 frame/sec. But the SNR of image is poor because laser's repetition reduces the power of that.

In animal experiment, it is possible to detect the inflammation with our system using Indo-cyanine green. However, because Indo-cyanine green is not completely focused to the inflamed area, acquired signal is very weak. In order to overcome this problem, we need the special contrast agent that could target the inflammation.
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